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RACE  1 : This is a tough C1 only to start the night. PHAROAHS WRATH (1) has been very good at two 

runs back from a break. She draws ideally here so if she can kick up early will take plenty of beating. 

SMOKIN MUSTARD (8) has drawn to follow her through and will find this easier than recent runs. He 

will need to get a crack at them but can win. BERTILS DELIGHT (9) has had a bit of freshen up and on 

her best form will be very competitive here so keep safe. IVE GOT OOMPH (6) is always thereabouts 

so with the right run can surprise at odds. CULLENS COUNT (3), AVENTADOR (4) , PADDYS ACE (5) 

and LUKE PETER (7) can sneak a minor first four spot. 

TOP PICK : PHAROAHS WRATH (1) racing well so is the hardest to beat.  

DANGERS :  SMOKIN MUSTARD (8) well suited here so is the danger along with BERTILS DELIGHT (9). 

ROUGHIE : IVE GOT OOMPH (6) has a hope at odds. 

RATINGS : 1 – 8 9 – 6 – 3 4 5 7 - 2 

 

 

RACE  2 : This is for the three year old and older fillies and mares. The very smart DAYS LIKE THIS (4) 

is resuming as a 3yo here. She has showed plenty of ability as a youngster and comes off a solid trail 

so is sure to be right in the finish here. SWEET PEA JASPER (6) is sure to strip much fitter for her 1
st

 

up run. She is a very handy mare at best so expect her to improve sharply. FUSCIENNE (8) was very 

good on debut after she was going to lead easily then raced roughly and broke and lost plenty of 

ground. She was then spotted hitting the line strongly so if on best behaviour here will be in the 

finish. REALLY FAYFAY (5) has had a freshen up so will pay to keep an eye so is a must for the 

multiples. REALLY FEISTY (3) and KIRBYELLE (7) are next best. 

TOP PICK : DAYS LIKE THIS (4) will be the hardest to beat but don’t take silly odds. 

DANGERS : FUSCIENNE (8) will get a good run through so is the danger along with SWEET PEA JASPER 

(6). 

ROUGHIE :  REALLY FAYFAY (5) can run a race at odds on her best form. 

RATINGS : 4 – 6 8 – 5 – 3 6 – 1 2 

 

 

RACE  3 : This is a C1/C2. RUSTY RED COMET (4) gets his chance here to get back into the winners 

list. He will push forward early and if finds the top they may not run him down as grows a leg in 

front. ISLAND DISCO (5) is from the inform Christian Salter. She is a very handy mare so will be a 

danger. STRANGE CONDUCT (8) had no luck last start. He gets a good run through here so will get 



 

 

every chance to win at good odds. TINKERS TAXI (6) has ability on his night. He is resuming here so 

with the right run can run a race at odds. FRANKIE FALZONI (2) was a good winner last start when 

well driven. He will find this tougher but expect him to be thereabouts. BONA FIDE HUSTLER (7) is 

next best. 

TOP PICK : RUSTY RED COMET (4) gets his chance here. 

DANGERS : STRANGE CONDUCT (8) is racing well so is the danger along with ISLAND DISCO (5). 

ROUGHIE : TINKERS TAXI (6) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 4 – 5 8 –2 6 7 – 1 3 

 

RACE  4 : This will be a very competitive C2. BOLTNMACH (5) was very impressive winning last start. 

He has drawn to push forward early and if found the top they may not run him down. ORIGINAL ART 

(7) has been racing very well of late so with any luck from the draw can be in the finish. MAJOR 

CALLUM (2) is finally starting to put it together. He has the speed to be handy throughout so has e/w 

claims. ROCKBANK DANCER (1) will be better for his 1
st
 up run so from the draw is a must for the 

exotics. PACQUIAO (4) was real good last start so with a repeat run will be thereabouts. MISTER 

RYANJACK (6) is another that will be better for his 1
st

 up run so will pay to keep safe. LA EBONY KITA 

(8) is racing in great form but will find this stronger so place look’s best.  

TOP PICK : BOLTNMACH (5) will be hard to beat here. 

DANGERS : PACQUIAO (4) if runs up to last run is a danger along with MAJOR CALLUM (2). 

ROUGHIE : MISTER RYANJACK (6) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 5 – 2 4 7 – 1 6 8 - 3 

 

RACE  5 : This is a 3CO or better. KARALTA JAZZMAN (7) really put it together at the end of his last 

preparation. He resumes here and despite the wide draw will take plenty of holding out. 

BLITZEMGAMBLE(2) has been racing very well so from the draw has e/w claims. TIZYALATOR (5) was 

spotted hitting the line strongly when resuming so with natural improvement has a chance. MY 

KODA KASPER (6) is another that will strip fitter for his 1
st
 up run so is a must for the exotics. 

BLACKJACKHANOVER (4) was disappointing when resuming but was obviously not fit enough so with 

that run under his belt can improve here. ORIGIN BILLY (1) if takes the sit behind the leader can run a 

race at odds.  

TOP PICK : KARALTA JAZZMAN (7) if his right is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : TIZYALATOR (5) will be hitting line hard so is a danger along with BLITZEMGAMBLE (2). 

 ROUGHIE : MY KODA KASPER (6) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS :  7 – 2 5 6 – 1 4 - 3 



 

 

 

RACE  6 : This is a very strong C5/C9. REMEMBER JOE (6) resumes here from a break. He was very 

competitive against some of our better free for allers then was a good winner at Melton. He 

resumes here and comes off a solid trial on Monday night so is sure to be in the finish. DIVAS 

DELIGHT (7) has been racing very well but has drawn the top of the track here so will be hoping to 

get the right run to be in the finish. MAYBE RAMA (1) was brutal winning last start. He is rising in 

class but draws ideally to try for an all the way win so has to be a chance. BLUE POINTER (3) has gone 

to the next level this time in. He may not find the top here so will have to do it a bit tougher but is 

not without winning claims. ARTS BLISS (4) is a very good mare resuming but generally takes a run or 

two to produce best so place look’s best. DAMITSAM (2) and UDOIT (5) are both racing well and can 

surprise at odds. 

TOP PICK : REMEMBER JOE (6) very smart type who is the hardest to beat. 

DANGERS : MAYBE RAMA (1) draws to give plenty of cheek so is a danger along with DIVAS DELIGHT 

(7). 

ROUGHIE : UDOIT (5) got up last start at good odds so can surprise. 

RATINGS : 6 – 1 3 7 – 2 4 5 

 

 

RACE  7  : This is a very average C3/C4. DOUBLE DEE (1) has been very good at two runs back from a 

break and draws ideally here. He will be able to kick up so will get every chance to be in the finish. 

GO LIKA SAAB LOMBO (5) will pay to forgive last start. He gets into a very winnable race here so is a 

must include. KARALTA DAZZLER (2) is always thereabouts so from his draw has to be a chance. MON 

SOIE (3) was good when resuming and is sure to strip much fitter here so has to be kept safe. POKER 

STORM (8) has drawn to follow the likely leader so can surprise at odds. SALOON IN SIGHT (4) and 

LITTLE VANCE LOT (7) are both capable of running a place at odds. 

TOP PICK : DOUBLE DEE (1) gets his chance here from the draw. 

DANGERS : GO LIKA SAAB LOMBO (5) will be finishing hard so is the danger along with KARALTA 

DAZZLER (2). 

ROUGHIE : POKER STORM (8) gets the right run so can surprise. 

RATINGS : 1 – 2 5 – 3 4 7 8- 6 

 

RACE 8 : This is the last of the night. JABBER JAWZZZ (7) has had a change of stable and is now under 

the care of Juanita Mckenzie. He comes off some good trial form so with any luck from the draw will 

take plenty of holding out. WHO IS HARDEEN (8) is always thereabouts and draws to get a good run 

through so is the danger. JOHN SNOW (4) was very good at his first campaign. He resumes here so 

will pay to keep very safe. DANCING DA VINCI (3) is new to the state. He is a well bred type and 



 

 

despite being unplaced at his two runs to date can figure in the finish here. ABOYCALLEDSU (1) , IM 

DENS BOY (2) , IM ROYAL TONITE (5) and EMS CHOICE (6) are capable of filling a minor placing at 

odds. 

TOP PICK : JABBER JAWZZZ (7) will be the hardest to beat. 

DANGERS : WHO IS HARDEEN (8) racing well so is the danger along with JOHN SNOW (4). 

ROUGHIE : DANCING DA VINCI (3) will pay to keep very safe. 

RATINGS : 7 – 3 4 8 – 1 2 5 6 

 

 


